Silent No More

She sets silent in the dark of night
Trying to escape the hurting inside.
Contemplating the choice that she had made
That sealed the fate of her unborn child

Her only hope now to make this wrong seem right
Is to change the course of another life.
But brokenhearted for the gift that never came
Her voice is silent from the shame.

(Chorus)
You have a voice.
You know you are silent no more.
We are your voice.
You know you are silent no more.

Another lady, another unborn child,
An unplanned result of a carefree life.
Desperation is clouding up her mind
She has no means to raise this child

Confused and terrified, she’s feeling so alone
Straining from the weight of this circumstance
We have a purpose to stand for the innocent
Our voice will give this child a chance

(Chorus)

(Bridge)
If not us, who will take a stand?
Who’s willing to reach out their hand?
A life depends on what we do.
Our words are sure to overcome
To send this darkness on the run
And make a miracle come true.

So many children face uncertainty
If they see this world is someone else’s choice
All around us now their future’s waiting
Depending on a believer’s voice

We speak for the children
We’re a voice for the children
You know you are silent no more
Standing up for the children
We’re a voice for the children
You know you are silent no more